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SYNOPSIS : The French PWR nuclear plant program was «t the origin of a large amount of R and D 
work in the field of inservice inspection. 
The actions which were undertaken taay be split up into different levels : 
-Bie regulatory level, the R and D level, the design level, the flaw evaluation level. 
Tlw first results of pre and inservice inspections are presented. The experience gained by French 
Atomic Energy Concussion with new techniques like focussed ultrasonics transducers and multi fre
quencies Eddy current apparatus are discussed. 
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l.ISTRODUCTIOS 

In-service inspections, or «ore precisely 
periodic in-service inspections of reactor 
pressure components arc «inly based on non 
destructive testing techniques. However, the 
specific requirements of such inspections as 
veil as thé peculiar need for preventing 
catastrophic failures associated with strong 
radioactive releases have let to new develop
ments. 
In France as in the other countries, the efforts 
were going on in various directions. 
A large R and D program was set-up to solve 
the problems associated with the specific type 
of water reactors developed in France. 
The paper will give an idea of the various 
aspects of these efforts. 

11. DEVEtOPigMT OF METHODS AMD DEVICES SPECIFIC 
FOR I.S.I. 

Before beginning the R I D work in the field 
of sethods specific to inservice inspection, a 
survey was Bade of all the methods used in the 
various countries. 
Specific problems have been discovered and 
only partly solved. Aoong them can be cited : 
- the necessity to provide access for testing 
personnel, 

- tfie necessity to usa remote testing devices, 
- the difficulties associated with the presence 

of the austenitic stainless steel cladding 
on the inner surface of the PWR and BWR 
pressure vessels with ultrasonic testing 
(generally considered as the unique solution 
for remote volumetric examination). 

However, three notions, presently considered 
as fundamental in Trance, were not yet faniliar; 
- the necessity to follow the possible evolution 
of the flaws, 

- the long tern reproducibility of the required 
tests able to give objective inspection 
results, 

- the necessity to {et a good idea of the defect 
size. 

the U and D work was mainly related with these 
three notions and the various steps arc explai
ned in the followinj chapters. 
1 * *' inspection of the pressure vessel 
II.1.1 rycussed probes 
î!ic various seeps of the research work were au 
folio'.;» s 

~ recognition of'the diffraction effect* a» (hç natnsour«9jf jroj |u lcf lductot l i^^ 

stainless steel cladding. 
This point was presented in reference I and 

2 , 
- systematic study of the acoustic field after 

i t has crossed the cladding layer. The results 
are as follows : 
. lower the frequency of transducers, 
. increase their damping factor (thus increase 

their frequency spectrum), 
• increase their diameter to reduce the dif

fraction grating effect, 
. focalize the beam to get improved lateral 

resolution even at low frequency. 

In fact this last point was the origin of cost 
ef the further developments : e.g. - systematic 
study of the properties of focussed beans using 
longitudinal and transverse oblique modes, as 
well as search for simple means to prevent 
aberrations due to the obliquity of the beast or 
to the curvature of the pieces to be tested. 
A fundamental choice was also made ; the neces
sity to use imaersion testing to ensure a repro
ducibility independent of the curface conditions. 
The net result of this research work was the 
development of small computer programs, aimed 
at determining the characteristics of the focus
sed probes to be used in any circuastances. 
The advantages resulting from the use of such 
probes may be sunsnarized as follows : 
- existence of a local zone called "effective 

ultrasonic beam (E.V.6.) having the follouing 
properties ; 
. constant diameter (at 6 do drop) along the 

length of this effective beam, 
, constant sensitivity (at 6 dB drop) along 

the sane length. 
- possibility of use a constant gain without 

any adjustment to take into account the absorp
tion due to the austenitic stainless steel 
cladding and also the depth of the ultrasonic 
path : a given depth may be "split up" into 
several layers having equal depth, and over
lapping each other, each layer being surveyed 
by a transducer with a given effective be on 
(E.U.C.), similar for each layer. Only the 
sensibility nay be different for each layer, 
but can be adjusted in advance, without . 
readjustment during the testing process. 

- long- tern reproducibility easily achieved 
7!n» iï considered in France as o very tlijjor-
tnnt feature : the irvtersiou technique c.ii'.not 
take into account .it) the deviations which 
can occur in the testinc line, particularly I 



chose due to the variations in the transducers 
characteristics. 
The experience has shown the extreme diffi
culty to build up two identical probes, spe
cially angle probes. 
On the contrary, it is easy to manufacture 
at each lice (taking into account the forese
eable and the unforeseeable evolution of the 
electronics), focussed transducers having 
de terni tied effective ultrasonic bean charac
teristics. Moreover these characteristics can 
be predetemined, and measured. They also cay 
bv adjusted when not corresponding exactly to 
the specifications. 
This eeans that at each tine during the life 
of the reactor, all Modification* «ill be 
attributed only to the flaws and not to the 
testing line. This is a fundamental result 
whic*'. gives all its meaning to the periodic 
inspection procedure. 

- the sizing of the detected flaws is now 
possible, with a predetermined accuracy 
depending only on the E.U.B. diameter. This 
also nay be considered a* a fundamental 
property which precludes all the arbitrary 
analyses generally provided for by the spe
cifications. 
This very important characteristic is fully 
explained in reference à and 4 . 

- The existence of a corrective structure (lens 
mirror...) provides for the corrections of 
aberrations due to curved interfaces ; when 
the ultrasonic bean impiges on a spherical, 
or cylindrical surface for instance, this 
surface acts as a lens which nay be divergent 
or convergent. Generally this phenomenon is 
ignored but nay be very important for instance 
to test nozzle velds, safe-ends welds and 
studs (pressure vessel cover). 

- Finally an analytical study has shown that 
the probability of detecting wisoriented 
defects is larger using focussed probes. This 
also nay be considered as a fundamental 
result for the safety : the critical flaw 
sizes given by the fracture mechanics analysis 
are large compared to the Minimum detectable 
flaw size, and large and plane defects nay 
be totally missed by other methods as long as 
they are not properly oriented relatively to 
the bean axis (see reference 5 and 6). 

However, it nay be pointed out that the use of 
focussed transducers cannot solve all the 
problems. For instance crack-like defects under 
high enough compression nay escape even with 
the improved signal-to-noise ratio achieved with 
focussed probes. The sane occurs also for in
clusions, when their characteristics arc almost 
the sane as those of the surrounding matrix. 
But these are physical limitations which cannot 
be overcome with ultrasonic. 

II.I.2 Application to pressure vessel inspection 

Figure I shows the remote controlled device 
dcvclopped for this inspection. It consists of 
a sliding nast bearing a rotating platform on 
which several tools nay be counted. The device 
is supported by three legs on the vessel flange, 
guided by the dunny studs used to remove the 
cover. 
In addition a sliding a m is also provided, 
bearing s 
- a set of transducers to test the nozzle welds 

- a set of transducers to test the safe-end 
wt?lds 
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- a gonna source ( Ir) also for the safe-end 
welds. 

A special tool is provided for the testing of 
the flange ligaments as well as for the flange 
to cylindrical shell weld. 
The device i.~ centered in the saddle of the 
pressure vessel by Beans of three legs powered 
by hydraulic jacks. 
The design of the machine and the type of in
dexing device used allows a positioning accura
cy better than 4 en which is consistent with 
the diameter of the beast chosen. 
Visual examination of the entire internal sur
face of the pressure vessel is provided using 
a TV camera equipped with remotely controlled 
focussing and zoomng. 
At this time three tools simuler to the one 
presented in picture 2 are existing in France. 
The control panel utilising a process computer 
is presented in picture 3. These tools were 
utilised for the preservice inspection of : 
- FESSENKEIM I and 2, 
- BUGEY 2, 3, 4 and 5, 
- TRICASTIN 1, 
- CRAVELIKES 1, 
- DAMPIERKE I, 
and for the inservice inspection of CHOOZ. 
11.1.3 Ultrasonic apparatus 
A special ultrasonic apparatus is used. It is 
provided for energizing 10 transducers sequen
tially no matter what the order is and for the 
display of signals coning either form one or 
several transducers. The recording gate is thus 
easily adjusted on each channel. 
Signals coning from the gates are recorded both 
on an events recorder (on paper) and on a magne
tic tape recorder. 
C-Scan displays can be achieved by reading the 
tapas and recording on a fast strip chart recor
der. This gives the A-Scan display. 
A five channel device was also developed to dis
play the B-Scan information. The five channels 
correspond to the five directions of testing. 
This type of analysis is particularly useful 
for the determination of the exact in-depth 
position of the detected flaws and gives very 
valuable information for the interpretation of 
the signal. The images on the 5 scopes are 
recorded on magnetic tape together with infor
mation about the pofition of the transducers 
for further visualization. 
A computer analyzing device named STADUS-PRODL'S 
developpcd by French Atomic Energy commission 
is also used. This new device will be described 
in detail at the Melbourne Conference. 

11.1.4 Testing of the studs 
Focussed ultrasonic icxiersion testing is also 
used for the studs. This testing is made on a 
special device using the internal hole provided 
for stress measurement. A special probe with 
a high degree of aberration correction was 
developed to detect possible cracks at the root 
of the threaded part of the studs. 
A standard notch 0.3 mm is depth can ha easily-
detected with an excellent signal to noise ratio. 



Eddy currents test ing i s also used for this 
purpose (see l a t e r ) . 

I I .1 .5 Safe-ends test ing 
This tes t ing i s performed using both ultrasonics 
and ganaagraphy. 

I I . 1.5.1 UUrMonics 
It i s wel l known that ultrasonic test ing of 
austenicic s ta in less s t e e l weldings offers 
great d i f f i c u l t i e s . 
This i s generally attributed to grain s i s e and 
large absorption due to the structure. Another 
assumption has been Bade : due to large d i f f e 
rences in the ve loc i ty of sound from one grain 
to another strong beaa deviations occur at the 
grain boundaries leading to phase mismatch in 
the beam and to interference attenuation. This 
effect can be reduced by decreasing the number 
of grains insonified and thus focussing the 
transducer. This e f fec t ive ly reduces considera
bly the background noise» together with the use 
of longitudinal oblique waves at low frequency 
instead of transverse waves. 

Kevextheless the s e n s i t i v i t y achieved i s l e s s 
than with f e r r i t i c s t ee l and i t was decided 
to perform also ganaiagraphic t e s t ing . 

I I . 1.5.2 ÇroBgrapjijr 
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Ir was chosen as source for i t s better con
trast capabi l i t i e s . To prevent strong diffusion 
of the beam by water, the source placed on the 
nozxle axis i s surrounded by a rubber inner 
tube inflated by air figure 4 . The fi lm with 
lead screens i s wrapped at the OD of the safe-
ends. Relatively fine grained f i l e i s used 
leading to exposure t i ce of the order of I or 
2 hours. Standard AF30R IQI i s used to check 
the image qual i ty . 
K . 2 Inspection of the s te ant generator 
II .2 .1 Eddy currents developments for tube 

test ing 
As the steam generator i s the largest heat 
transfer area between the primary and secondary 
c i rcu i t s , i t s integrity i s of prima importance 
for the safety o f the i n s t a l l a t i o n , e i ther 
during normal operation or during the postula
ted accidents (LOCA or steam l ine rupture). The 
number o f problems aris ing with these steam 
generators a l l around the world seems to indi 
cate a lack of effect iveness of the test ing 
methods presently used. 
Tne typical damages which can be found in such 
tubes are for example : 
- thinning by corrosion (00 or ID), 
- crud deposits (eventually magnetic cruds) 
- fatigue cracking, 
- shock» in the vicinity of the tubes support 
plates or of the antivioratory bars, 

- denting, this phenomenon being the result 
of combined actions s crud deposits, corrosion 
and vibration, the net result being a reduc
tion of the internal cross-section of the 
tube. 

Eddy curisnts testing is the most frequently 
applied method to test S.C. tubes. But a nono-
frequency apparatus has not the capability to 
extract all the information content of the 
signal. 

As a natter of fact the tube sheet, the tube 
support plates and the antivibratory bars give 
their contribution to the Eddy current signal 
as well as other spurious parameters like for 
instance cruds deposits. 
The solution lies in the use of a ouitifre
quency device (figure 5 ) . 
This device is tully described in reference 7 ' 
It was developed by French Atomic Energy 
Commission and is now commercialized by 
IXTERCOCTStOLE who is a subsidary Society of 
French A.E.C. 
In the device developed, 3 frequencies are 
used ; it gives the possibility : 
- to detect flaws on the external surface of 

the tube in the tube sheet, even in the area 
where the tube has been expanded, and even 
in the simultaneous presence of internal 
diameter variations as can "be found with 
some of the manufacturing processes used 
(pilgrim pass), 

- to remove spurious noise corresponding to 
magnetic inclusions in the tube metal or to 
magnetic cruds on the OD, 

- to measure the wall thickness using the 
absolute channel, and thus to detect overall 
corrosion or local corrosion (corrosion 
pitting if present is detected on the diffe
rential channel). 

Moreover the discrimination between OD and ID 
flaws is quite easy and gives the possibility 
to determine the flaw depth. 
All the information stored on magnetic tape 
can be replayed back with new mixing if needed 
in a way to eliminate spurious signals unknown 
at the time of inspection. This apparatus who 
improved considerably the capability of Eddy 
currents was used for the preservice inspection 
of : 
- FESSEKKEKf 1 and 2 , 
- BUŒY 2 , 3 , 4 and 5 , 
- TRICASTia 1 and 2, 
- GRAVEL1KES I and 2, 
- DAMPIERRE I and 2, 
and also for inservice inspection of : 
- DOEL I and 2, 
- TIHAKGE :, 
- CIKNA (Rochester Cas and Electric Company). 

II.2.2 Automatic tube testing devices 

It is well known that in the vicinity of the 
Etcan generator lower head the radiation dose 
nay be important. Thus it is necessary to re
duce the exposure of the testing personnel. 
As the entire length of the bended tube even 
of those with the smallest radius of curvature 
is tested using special coils, a device was 
designed to insert and remove the internal 
coils. Data acquisition is made both during 
the direct and the reverse travel of the pro
be (figure 6 ) . 
To prevent manipulation the move from one tube 
to another is entirely automatic thanks to a 
device called "finger walker". The time requi
red to transfer the coil front one tube to 
another one is less than five seconds(figure 7) 
This finder-walker is controled by a process 
computer allowing a fast and safe Inspection. 



11.2.3 Inspection of the nozzle-to-ptpe 
transition welds 

These welds are made on site and «re difficult 
to test (dissimilar metal welds). Nevertheless 
both jannajraphy end ultrasonics are used. A 
special device is under development for the 
automatic ultrasonic testing from the outside 
surface. 
It is essentially cade of a water tank equipped 
with rollers and guided by a rail (figure 8). 
A Botor is provided for the circular noveaent. 
The scanning of the inside focussed probe is 
achieved by an hydraulic jack. A silicon rub
ber seal gasket prevents water leakage - A-
B or C-Scan representations can also be used 
in this application for better flaw analysis. 

11.3 Inspection of the pressuriser 
Anong all the welds to be inspected on the 
pressurizer one is particularly difficult to 
test. This weld is situated at the bottom of 
the vessel (figure 9). The distance from the 
accessible surface is at least 700 mm, which 
prevents the use of standard contact probes. 
Due to access limitations it was impossible 
to scan the transducer along the cylindrical 
support skirt. A solution was found which 
makes use of an oscillating focussed beam. 
Thus an oscillating mirror is used to send 
back to the weld a focussed bean coming from 
an immersed transducer and scan the total 
depth of the weld. This is another example of 
what may be done by "shaping" the ultrasonic 
beam and taking into account all the parame
ters involved in the problem like «inaccessibi
lity, curvature of the piece, etc... figure 10. 

11.4 Special devices 
Several other improvements are under study or 
will be implemented in the future plants. As 
an example studs and nuts may often be Eddy 
currents tested instead of visual testing 
normally performed. Snail portable devices 
were developed specially for that purpose 
(figure II). 

III. EVALUATION 0T DEFECTS 

III. I Uluasonics 

Presently, the evaluation of the detected 
flaws is one of the most difficult problems 
in ultrasonic testing. The only parameters 
available to characterise them are : the time 
of flight, the amplitude of the signal and, 
to a less extent the angle of the beam (which 
is not always well determined). To increase 
the number of parameters several tests are 
generally performed under various incidence 
angles. Even in this case it is really diffi
cult to give objective appreciation on the 
shape, size and also position of the defects. 
It has been shown in chapter II how the use 
of the focussed probes nay greatly inprovc the 
reliability of the sizing process. It may be 
pointed out that for a piece with a given wall 
thickness the accuracy achieved is independent 
of the flow depth (even with several transdu
cers because they have the same effective 
ultrasonic bean characteristics) and remain 

constant with tine (reproducibility of trans
ducer fabrication). 
A rule was theoretically found and experimen
tally confirmed to perform this accurate measu
rement. It is very close to the 6 c3 drop »tor-
nally used. It utilized a step by step process 
in relation with the effective ultrasonic beam. 
This process is fully explained in references 
[33. [*]. [•]. 
Confirmation of this process were obtained on 
real defects in relation with national and 
international experiments (E.P.R.I. and Europe
an programs). 
III.2 Eddv_currents 
Chapter II.2.1 has shown the development of 
signal analysis during Eddy currents testing. 
The new method used can le considered as being 
a step forward to objective evaluation of some 
certain types of defects. However several para
meters are still difficult to determine. 
A large program is now underway to improve de-
tectability and characterisation of defect in 
the denting. A catalog of defects is under 
production in a way to develop a computer 
analysis system. 

I I I . 3 Crasagraphv, 

It has been shown why gammagraphy is also used 
for the safe-ends testing. However if before 
the start-up of the plant no particular diffi
culties occur, the situation will be totally 
different after a certain operation time. The 
natural radioactivity developed into the pres
sure boundary will be a strong drawback. The 
first step to solve the nroblea was to chose 
I92lr as a source because of its.vide energy 
spectrua different frors that of °Co which is 
present in the naterini. It is hop3<! chat it 
will give better contrast and thus >>ttcr file 
quality. The next s ten will be to use filus 
desensitized to the Co radiation and not to 
that of —Ir. Similarly the source strength 
was chosen as a compromise between keeping expo
sure tine and geometric unsharpness as low as 
possible. The 1st results seen to indicate that 
faster files could be used to linit the exoosure 
tine. 
IV. EXPERIENCE OF ISI OX OPERATION REACTORS 

Presently on the pressure vessels 12 preservicc 
inspections have been performed : 
- I on a snail P W prototype reactor, the CAP 
- 9 on COC ;*K Vfestinghouse type PVHfc.rESSESIXIM 
I and 2, X'CEY 2,3,'. and 5, TRICASTI:: I, CRAVF.-
LINXS I £ DAXPIERRE I. However 3 inspections on 
operating plants took place : 
- I on (he CAP reactor after I year of opera

tion : this inspection gave the opportunity 
to check the long term reproducibility clai
med for the focussed probe cethods. This 
very important property was strongly confir
med. 

- I on the SENA reactor which was built in 
cooperation by Belgium and France about 10 
years ago. At the tiro of construction no 
provision was made for in-service inspection. 
A special machine was then designed and built 
to suit the particular rcquirerwnts (ttnd al
so those *1 the W O '.V. typa). T'.-.ia ïuicuiiu-
vhich incorporates th> whole of can iwci-uuary 
tfquip.-.-ont U» lest circular wel<!», nosslc* ;ind 



s.i£^-trn<!s •.:oli!s ;s v e i l ss visual inspection 
by VV cirara an<i f source tor conplcsuntary 
satc-euds .raciosranhic testing» i s corc.utcr 
controlled-
In this particular case where the supporting 
of the pressure vessel i s achieved by separate 
supporting structures (instead of nozzles)» 
the test ing of these supports has shown that 
a l l «round the pressure vessel diameter the 
back echo after crossing through the austene-
t i c s ta in l e s s s t e e l cladding (which was of the 
old type) was constant at better than * ! .5d3 
This would not be possible with standard 
probes. 
In this case i t was not possible to compare 
the resu l t s with those of a preservice inspec
tion s ince i t was not performed at the t ine 
of the s tart -up. 

- one on FESSEKKEIM 1 during the f i . s t refuel
l ing en the s tuao generators. 
14 preservice inspections and 6 inservice 
inspections have been performed, t h i s repre
senting four thousands kilometers (4000 Via) 
of tubes ! 

COXCLbSIOHS ASP KECOtBCStDATIOSS 
It has beevt shown how the requirements of 
periodic in-service inspection of reactor 
components have lead to new developments in the 
f ie ld of non destructive tes t ing . New methods 
and devices were designed and fabricated which 
represent a step forward i n the objective know
ledge of the flaws. 
The question ar i ses to know i f these ntthods 
and équipaient mist also be used during shop 
testing of nuclear components. I t i s the opinion 
of the authors that the future development of 
nuclear industry and the related safety requi
rements are a strong incentive to use them, as 
long as they did not reveal any drawback not 
seen by now. 
Thus i t i s necessary to get wire and more expe
rience with these new tools.One way to acquire 
this experience i s to use these methods and 
equipment extensively in the shop test ing in 
parallel with the standard means, and to incre
ase the number of destructive test ing leading 
to s ize flaw oeasureoents. 

Such expensive destructive testings are the 
unique way to make valuable correlation with 
actual defects . Several programs are now going 
on in France and in other countries and i t i s 
hoped that international cooperation may reduce 
the tine required to implement these powerful 
new methods. 
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